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We Live in the Present
By the Past, but
for the . ..

FTU, Orlando, F1onda ·

May

26? 1972

Activities Fee Budget
Exceeds $886,000

Act!vity and Servic: Fee
allocations were rele';l5ed this week
by the Student Af~~ office. 1:he
total amount of actlVlty and seI'Vlce
.mon.e~ allocated was $713,000.
Additionally, the total amount of

~stimated

balance and other
mcomes was $173,600, making the
total budget $886,600.
These figures are based on an
enrollment of 6,400 students,
substituting 40 per cent of that

N ew Lots T 0 Be
Completed By Fall
•
AND l!:nvironmen s den ge some
pmg an m e1r
paper drive from Student Government president-elect Steve Adamick
(far left) and former vice president Charles Simpson (far right).
Students collecting waste papers for recycling are Tommy Thomson
(foreground) and Kenneth Cox, Tom Deppen and Bob Moore (left to
right on truck). Not pictured is Larry LlOyd. (Photo by Ike Spinos.)

Bits, Pieces ·Of Band
Appear For Formal

rec!~v~.~t~~;~~o:~~:~ c:n!~~ ~~

and 1s estimated to make
..
approximately $16,000 for a total
An add1t1~n of 900 new parking spaces will be completed by fall quarter budget of $139,204. This budget
at an e~pans1on cost o.f ~140,000. The announcement was made last week figure will allow for expanded
by President Charles Milhcan.
services from the Health Center
D~partment of Transpo~ation cleared for parking in the past three such as the recently approved birth
offic_1als st~ted tha~ there will be a years.
control program. Additionally, it
special lettmg of bids for th.e new
The existing situation is that there includes some expansion.
spaces on June 8. Construction of are 8,4QO vehicles registered on
The Village Center has been
the lots will take place during the campus, with paved parking facilities budgeted the greatest amount of
summer quarter in order to be ready for 1,250 of them and unpaved money, with $130,071 from A and
by fall.
spaces located all over campus for SF and an estimated $20,600 in
. Two hundred of the new spaces the remainder.
income for a total of $150,671.
will be located adjacent to the art
Student unrest over the parking
A total of $71 808 has been
complexes on the south side of situation began as early as 1968 with budgeted for Student Insurance.
campus. The other spaces will be student complaints concerning the This includes A and SF funds of
located in the northeast section near unavailability of paved spaces after9 $70,808 and estimated balance and
the site of the as yet unbuilt a.m. These complaints were other income of $1,000.
Humanities and Fine Arts Building. extended with the advent of
Other allocations include
The 900 new spaces will not be unpaved spaces which brought Intramurals, $56,650 A and SF and
topped with asphalt initially, in problems with getting stuck in the $3,000 other income for a total of
order to have them ready by sand, for locations from buildings, $59,650; Extramural~, total budget
September. The facility will utilize a and problems associated with sand of $10 915· Orientation total
soil cement tech~que wh~ch will andinclementweather.
budget' of' $4,000; Student
allow greater ease m conv(lrs1on to a
The most positive and successful Handbook. total budget of $5 ooo~
permanent lot. The lot will be student-oriented movement occured PEGASUS. $10 325 A and SF and
reached via. the. paved road from in late February when members of $11,000 dther income, for a total
Alafaya Trail which now leads to the Kappa Sigma Fraternity sponsored a of $21,325, and FuTUre $12 275
pai:king area behind the Library petition drive for im"proved parking A and SF and $19 500 other
Building.
. facilities. The petition brought income, for a total of $31, 775. The
Th e
D e p a r t m e n t o f almost immediate results from the F u T U r e a n d P E G AS US
Tra~~portation will ~ook into the university, the State Department of publications
are the only
feasihty of constructmg co~nec~ed Transportation and the Board of departments or organizations which
roa~ on campus ~hat wil.l . hnk Regents, which included a visit from have a larger estimated balance and
parkmg areas, accordmg to Millican. a DOT official.
other income than their allocation
. FTU has had parking problems
from the Activity and Service Fee.
smc~ fall. of 1968 when .the
"Florida Review," FTU's literary
u n 1 v ~ rs 1 t Y o p en e d w 1th
magazine, did not receive an
approx11~1ately
900 spaces and
allocation. Committee members
approximately 2,000 students,
recommended the allocation be
faculty. and staff m~n;ibers. Since MEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY delayed until the magazine was
that. time, one addit10n~ paved
published. The committee will meet
p~kmg area has been built, that
There will be no classes Monday with representatives of "Florida
bemg the lot on the west side of the in observance of the Mei;norial Day Review" to discuss an allocation in
Administration Building which was weekend. Al~ students, faculty and the near future.
constructed in 1970, making a total staff will have the day off, with
The theatre department received
of 1,250 paved spaces. Additionally, classes to resume at 8 a.m. Tuesday. a tot.al allocation of $3,500.
several unpaved areas have been Have a safe weekend.
(Continued on Page J2)

Only bits and pieces of the Atlanta-based "BitS and Pieces" band were
present at Saturday night's Spring Formal, held at the Granada Room of the
Park Plaza.
The bits and · pieces were the The first was the Billie Joe Royal
members of the band who arrived on concert in November of 1969 when
the scene at about 9: 30 p.m., minus Royal's verbal agreement to appear
thelr equipment which was held up at FTU was all but ignored when he
in Ocala. The instruments and cancelled to pursue a tour for his
amplifiers fmally arrived after newest recording.
The second cancellation involved
midnight, but the band did not set
up because the crowd had thinned "Box Tops,, in a December 1970
out and few couples were remaining. concert. The "Box Tops" agency
Village Center officials managed contacted the Village Center on the
to secure an alternate band which day of the dance and said they (Box
played until midnight. The combo, Tops) may not be able to perform
led by Ron Galli, played basically for the entire time period
contracted. Instead of leaving early,
cocktail lounge music.
FTU concerts and dances have they didn't show up. Fortunately,
recently been plagued with another rock band, "In the
problems, mostly concerning Beginning," was secured.
This year's spring formal was
scheduled groups not show_ing up.
actually a rather dismal affair, with
students dressed in formal attire
milling around the hotel waiting for
a band to show up. The nearly 200
students who attended were patient
with the problems, but most left
early.
Village Center officials this week
expressed apologies for the failure of
FTU will not participate in the the instruments to show up and
Who's Who Among Students In explained that everything possible
·American Universities and Colleges was done to expedite the arrival of
this year Village Center assistant both the instruments and the
program director Linda Eastman back-up band. Additionally,
members of Bits and Pieces
said Tuesday.
Only 14 of the 52 applications apologized for their failure to
received during the two years the appear.
The Village Center refunded
program has been in effect at FTU
have qualified. Requirements ticket money on request at the dance
demand more than an overall 3.0 and continued to do so until
grade point average. Other Tuesday of this week. As of
qualifications include an Tuesday, $272 had been refunded.
accumulated 120 quarter hours with
30 of those hours at FTU, junior
standing, leadership in
extra-curricular and scholastic
activities on campus at FTU, a clear
financial record, no record of
All state universities will be
probation or disciplinary action and
no previous listing in the college required to label all publications as
to cost and purpose beginning July
Who's Who.
In the first year only about half of 1. This little·publicizedmeasure was
the 30 nominated students were passed by the 1972 Legislature.
Senate Bill 1152 calls for every
outstanding leadeis in university
activities. Mrs. Eastman also said state agency (including state
that this year all 22 nominations universities) which publishes public
documents to print on each
were scholastically oriented.
Mrs. Eastman said that the Who s publication the annual cost of the
Who committee decided that publication and its purpose. The
student interest is minimal and following statement is required:
recommended that the program be "This public document was
discontinued. She said "The award promulgated at an annual cost of
) or ($
) per copy to
holds no ttraction to our students (
(statement of purpose)."
and carries no redeeming values.
STUDENTS WEREN'T the only ones who enjoyed
Other specifications require that
She added that the winning students
Student
Government's spring picnic at Lake Claire.
ive neither special individual nor the statement "shall be printed in
Vice
President
for Student Affairs W. Rex Brown (far
(c_ontinued on Page 12)
(Coritinu don Pa 1-~

Village Center
Discontinues
'Who's Who'

figure (or 2,560 students) for
summer quarter. Each student
contributes $34.50 per quarter
from his tuition for activity and
service budgets.
Intercollegiate Athletics has been
budgeted $104,450 from the
Activity and Service Fee (A and
SF), and an estimated $43,000 in
income, for a total of $14 7 ,450.
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Printing Costs
To Be Given

left) joins the crowd waiting for a steak or hamburger
or hot dog or baked beans or . . . . (Photo by Jon
Findc·!J
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POLITICIANS!
BE THE FIRST IN YOUR
DISTRICT TO OWN THE

Intemperance Hurtful
Where is the W.C.T.U. (Women's Christian Temperance Union) when
you need it? It seems like an eternity since the W.C.T.U. campaigned
and won in a battle against drinking liquor in this country. Most of us
look upon the entire prohibition affair as a joke which should have
never happened, but some figures released last month would tend to stop
some of our laughter.
According to the issue of the "Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Medicine" (Great Britan), there are 36,000,000 (million) Americans
harmed directly or indirectly because of alcholism or problem drinking.
We write it here with all its necessary zeros to try to impress the size of
the figure. That figure is almost ten times as the number of people who
live in New York City today.
In an era when the country is infuriated over apparently senseless
involvement in Southeast Asia which at one time was sending men
home in boxes at the rate of 200 per week, it seems strange that little is
said about the 28,400 deaths a year senselessly occurring on our streets,
directly caused by alcohol in the bloodstream. That is well over half of
the total traffic fat.alities in this country annually. (50,000, according
to the World Almanac) Add to that figure the some 500,000 disabling
injuries caused by drunken driving.
One half of all homicides are alcohol-related. One third of all
suicides are alcohol-related.
There are 2,000,000 arrests each year for public drunkenness, which
includes 40 per cent of all non-traffic arrests.
Over half (34,800 of 60,000) of all non-highway accidental deaths
involve alcohol, and there are 11,000 death certificates annually
issued listing alcoholism or alcoholic psychosis as the cause.
How long can we suffer, as a nation, under this ignominious burden?
Does it make sense that we can be so repelled by one form of senseless
murder, while wholeheartedly embracing another?
As long as social drinking stays social, and the consumers st.ay in
control rather than the consumed taking the initiative, there can be very
little wrong in drinking. A man should be entitled to his private drunk,
in the confines of his own home, if he feels so inclined. We' have no
particular quarrel with these people. It's not until they get on the
street.&, or pick up guns or decide to get to the roof of the ONA building
from the outside that we have any objections.
Isn't it about time that we started recognizing alcohol-related
problems as the abhorant plagues they are?
One last figure to consider, incident.ally, in addition to individual
costs, such as automobile insurance rates being sky-high as a result of
the alcohol problem, the Royal Society figured that there is a
$15,000,000,000 (Billion, this time) annual economic drain caused by
loss of work time, health and welfare cost, and property damage,
because of alcohol. Are we still laughing at the W.C.T.U.?

ULTIMATE IN CAMPAIGN
TOURING VEHICLES!

~~~~~~
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The shrilling sound of an ambulance
rushes now on the road we christened
with our hearts and our private hopes

~

A Matter Of Opinion
By Gabriel Yanni

A man was shot and may be paralyzed because he spoke his mind and
stood up for his beliefs. Others before him met a worst fate, death. Crime
... it lives with us and rigidly regulates the fate of many who dare and
others who are the unconscious target of misused power in the hands of
insanity.
Peace has become an allegorical word in our violently changing world,
because it seems that a st.ate of total tranquility would become dull after a
while without the spicy moments of madness and disturbance. Crime is
the .degenerate offspring of hate, and everyone alive has in him a certain
amount of hate, because without it, love could not be understood and
appreciated to its fullest extent. Let all those who would claim to have
never hated stand up and teach the rest of the world what love is all about.
Let all those who speak of peace be the target of crime, and then maybe
they will dwell on another tune, the tune of hate and crime itself.
America has always advocated the image of a free society, a freedom
that is often times totally misused. While people here riot and fight for a
greater extent of freedom, people in other societies are fighting in a worse
struggle, a silent fight for a little freedom. Some have resorted to war to
achieve their goals, only to fall under the yoke of another master, hunger
and poverty. The youth of this country are passing around petitions to
legalize marijuana, while the youth of other countries are passing around
petitions for the right to lead a decent life. Now which is a more valuable
petition to support and promote, one that will entitle a minority the right
to legally freak out or the one that would permit others the basic right of
life.
Marijuana may be harmless, and maybe somebody in the future will
find a more valuable propose for it than the presently advocated one, but
there are more important petitions to pass around and support. We all
want a decent world to live in, and the legalization of marijuana is not
going to make it any better. As long as crime is allowed to flourish as long
as there are hungry, deprived people and as long as each is seeking to fulfill
only his wants and desires, do not speak of peace while freaking out or
conducting a casual conversation. If you want peace on this planet,
deserve it and work toward it.
But maybe after all, we did inherit the legacy of Cain, and there is an
indelible little bit of him in all of us.
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Happily at first
we strolled this way
many times before
talking of this and that
laughing dreaming sighing
united upon a bed of roses
the wind singing to us
the birds frolicking above

But gradually and yet expectedly
gray clouds began advancing
now few now many

Below we had been clawing each other
in fear and trembling and violent speech
the bed upon which we had sung our song
had become red wet
The worms we had let live
within the roses below us
treacherous now descend upon our flesh
Only the trees st.and vigil over us
in shame and disbelief
and we seated in the ambulance
watch over our hearts in a coma
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RESIDENT CENTER

The FTU Daytona Beach
Resident Center has moved from
the Daytona Beach Community
College campus to the University of
Florida ., GENESYS facility. The
new address is FTU Daytona Beach
Resident Center, 215 South Clyde
Morris . Blvd. Daytona Beach,
Florida, 32014. The phone number
(253-1581) will remain the same.
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SALARY INCREASES

The FTU Chapter of the
American Association of University
Professors has released figtlres
showing a monthly increase of
administration and faculty salaries.
Administration salaries will be
raised by 4.8 per cent, while faculty
pay will rise by 1. 7 per cent.
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'False, SG Ads Draw Complaints

Asst. copy Editor. ·... Ma7a~~~~
Reporters ..... Linda Carpenter,
Edi tor:
Mike Crites, Weber Ivy, Cathy
especially when there sits a sign m
In reference to the annual Spring front of them, stating two free
Kirk ham, Claudia Landfried,
Picnic, the May 5 issue of the tickets per person. Am I not a
Thom McGurn, Sherri Morrell,
· th t tw
Marc Smith, Beth Weilenman,
FuTUre state d on page six
a
o person; is this not false advertising?
Gabriel Yanni.
free ticket.s would be available to all Seeing as I am a person, what about Sports . . . . . . . . . . . . Fred Cay,
students, faculty and staff. When I my two free tickets!
Mike Crites, Joe Julavits, Larry
proceeded to get my free tickets I
Mccorkle, Bill McGrath.
~~~i~g~~~~~~~a~~r. : : :J:-nd ~~:r,
was told there were no more free Kathleen M. Mariner
ones, but I could purchase some for Registrar's Office
Craig Powell, Chuck Seithel, Ike
75 cents apiece. This is an outrage, Administration Building
Spinos.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Circulation Manager .. Henry Popkin
Circulation ........ Peter Nagy
The "FuTUre" is the weekly
·.;
\: newspaper of Florida Technological
~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- Univer~ty at Orlando, Florida The
FuTUre is published by President
CUSTODIAN AWARD
Charles N. Millican and written and
Building Services, a division of girl, well-liked by everyone. We are edited by and for the students at
Technological University.
the Office of Physical Planning proud to have her in our Florida
The editorjal opinions expressed
presented the "Custodian of the department.,,
are those of fhe staff and not
Quarter'' award Mo{lday to Mrs.
Mrs. States is married and has necessarily those of the university
Nezzy States. The award recognizes three children. She was born and or of its administration.
The FuTUre reserves the right to •
outstanding performance during the reared in east Orange County where refuse
to print any letters which are
winter quarter.
she now resides. She began working submitted. All letters must bear the
Mrs. fargaret Tanner the day for Building Services in January, full name and address of the person
or persons submitting them. Names
supervisor of Building Services, 1971.
will be withheld upon request.
explained that tbe decision was
When asked how she felt about Address all letters to: Edito·r,
particularly difficult to reach the award, she shrugged her FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando,
because there are many good shoulders and laughed, "I really Florida 32816.
Phone: 27$-2606.
custodians. She said, "Nezzy i5 didn't think f d get it."
Entered as third dass matter at
doing a great job. She is a sweet
the Post Office at Orlando, Florida.
·
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FuTUre

SAMSO SITE
FLEE BAGS
MAKE TRAVEL EASIER

• Sizes, styles and shapes for
today's young traveller.
1i..• Candid colors and casual
. materials are the latest.
'9 Pockets, straps, flaps and
tabs make packing and
;1.. carrying a breeze.
WGreat looking, heavy-duty
buckles, rivets, rings,
snaps, and zippers go
where they show.
• Top quality stitching and
reinforced lining materials
throughout assure
Samsonite quality in
every case.
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SLINGER $14.95

Foreign Students To Begin
Fund Drive For Bangladesh
A drive t.o raise funds for the
people of Bangladesh will begin
today on the FTU campus.
Sponsored by the Bangladesh Relief
Fund organization under the
direction of field representative
Prince Shah Ba.bar, the newly
organized Foreign Students Club
will be on campus for the next week,
giving out bumper stickers, pins and
buttons in exchange for donations
forthe fund.
According to one member of the
new club, members will wear the
native dress of their homelands
during the drive in an attempt t.o gain
recognition for the club to interest
students in contributing to the
Bangladesh Fund.
"Arrangements are now being
made to have a movie on the plight
of the people in Bangladesh shown
daily in the Science Auditorium,"
said Pakistani Professor Hussain
Kassim. "As soon as we can make
official arrangements with university
officials, we will show the movie."

Response 'Good'
To Spring Picnic
GADGETEER

$27.95

HIKER
$22.95

Approximately 3,500 people
attended Student Governments'
annual spring picnic held at Lake
Claire Sunday, according to new SG
PresidentSteveAdamick.
Adamick ~ was sworn into
office last l''t·iday evening, reported
that "everyone I talked to had a
good time; there were no problems
and even the weather cooperated.
Since response was so good, we may
just do it again next year if the funds
are available."
According to Adamick, there was
one problem because people who
came late had trouble getting food.
"We warned people ahead of time to
get there early," said Adamick. "We
served until 4:30, but people who
arrived after were shorted, and to
them we offer our most sincere
apologies." ·
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CARE ENOUGH

;:: :i;

POSTMAN
$21.95
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TO SAVE A LIFE

~
BANGLADESH
A Public SenlceAd-1!1C111enr

•I

Campus

Bahar, a native of Dacca who lost 3om the Foreign Students Club
many relatives in the recent conflict should contact Dr. Kassim in LR

with India.. is coordinating the drive.
In an effort to help the cause for his
people, Bahar is himself donating ten
per cent of the profits from an
import store he opened recently in
the Parkwood Plaza. Items sold in
the store include authentic goods
from Bangladesh and other Eastern
countries.
Any students who are interested
in either helping with or donating t.o
the fund drive, or who would like t.o

Thesis Proposes
Waste Recycling
Robert Hever, soon to graduate
with a M.S. degree in
Environmental Systems
Management, suggested the
recycling of newspaper, computer
cards and aluminum cans in his
thesis, "Solid Waste Management at
FTU."
Hever is part of the Regional
Environmental Training and
Research Organization and is on a
one-year leave of absence for
educational purposes from the
Boeing Corporation. Hever
participated in a three-month
review program before attending
FTU for nine months.
"Solid Waste Management at
FTP" explored the possibility of
alternate systems to . the present
refusP. collection service.
Incineration was rejected due to
expense, and a land-fill project was
rejected due to ~ lack of a suitable
area.
Hever concluded that FTU
should retain their present system
and initiate a "whole recycling
center." He suggested a program
selecting for the university certain
types of paper that would be
suitable for recycling.
Hever spent approximately 250
hours of extensive research work in
the library beginning last
November.
,.,===~====

220.
The fund-raising drive for
Bangladesh is the first project of the
Foreign Students Club which had its
first organizational meeting last
Friday at Kassim's home.
Approximately 20 students
attended. representing such
countries as Thailand, Greece,
Turkey, Jamaica, Lebanon, China
Iceland, Peru andthe Philippines.
Stated goals of the new
organization are "recognition of and
acceptance for foreign students on
the FTU campus."
Several hundred dollars were
raised for the fund on the Rollins
College campus this week, and Bahar
returned from the University of
Florida campus recently where over
$4,000 were raised. "I hope we can
be as successful here," said Bahar.
Interested persons may send
donations to the Barnett Bank of
West Orlando, P.O. Box 15980,
Orlando 32808; or may contribute
here on campus.

mm,mnmmumun

~Glances
SG INSTALLATION
Steve Adamick and Lee
Constantine were formally installed
as FTU's new Student Government
president and vice-president
respectively last Friday night before
a group of 90 SG senators and staff
members.
Adamick was sworn in by former
SG President Frank Santry and
Constantine was sworn in by
former SG Vice President Charles
Simpson.
Constantine, a former senator,
was also named "Outstanding
Senator of the Year."
The banquet was
Maitland House o~ Beef.

held

at

Final Exam Schedule
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Spring Quarter, 1972
June 5-8
Classes Which Fi?st Meet
During the Week at
Final Examination Period

8 a.m. Monday
8- 9:45 a.m., Mon., June 5
9 a.m. Monday-----------· 8- 9:45 a.m., Wed., June 7
10 a.m. Monday
10-11:45 a.m., Tues., June 8
11 a.m. Monday-----------10-11:45 a.m., Thurs., June 8
12 noon Monday
12- 1:45 p.m., Mon., June 5
1 p.m. Monday-----------12- 1:45 p.m., Wed., June 7
2 p.m. Monday
2- 3:45 p.m., Tues., June 6
3 p.m. Monday ·- - - - - - - - - - · 2- 3:45 p.m., Thurs., June 8
4 p.m. Monday
4- 5:45 p.m., Mon., June 5
5 p.m. Monday~----------·4- 5:45 p.m., Wed., June 7
8 a.m. Tuesday
8- 9:45 a.m., Tues., June 6
9 a.m. Tuesday----------- 8- 9:45 a.m., Thurs., June 8

10 a.m. Tuesday
10-11:45 a.m., Mon., June 5
12 noon Tuesday·----------12- 1:45 p.m., Tues., June 6
1 p.m. Tuesday
12- 1:45 p.m., Thurs., June 8
2 p.m. 'fuesday----------- 2- 3:45 p.m., Mon., June 5
GRADUATE SCHOOLS
3 p.m. Tuesday
2- 3:45 p.m., Wed., June 7
Persons considering attending a 4 p.m. Tuesday----------- 4- 5:45 p.m., Tues., June 6
graduate school will find an 5 p.m. Tuesday
4- 5:45 p.m., Thurs., June 8
assortment of graduate school
NOTE:
catalogs in the Graduate Studies
office on the third floor of the
1. COMPREHEN~IVE FINAL EXAMINATIONS MUST BE
Administration Building.
SCHEDULED DURING THE FINAL EXAMINATION WEEK AT
THE TIMES INDICATED ABOVE. ANY VARIANCE FROM THIS
Explore the Wonders
SCHEDULE MUST BE APPROVED BY THE DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE AND REPORTED TO THE OFFICE OF ACADEMIC
of the
AFFAIRS.
2. Assistant Deans of those colleges desiring to schedule multiple
Underwater World
section course examinations should consider the use of evening
in Your Own Home!
hours during the June 5-8 period or may use the open examination
period of 10-11:45 and CB115 for multiple section examinations
other than in accordance with the above schedule must be cleared
through the Office of Administrative Planning.
3. Classes which meet for the first time during the week on Wednesday ,
Thursday, or Friday should schedule day or evening examinat ions
QU A RIUM
during the period June 5-8 at the discretion of the instructor in
I NC.
consultation with all memebers of class.
4. Classes which meet at 6 p.m. or later normally meet for two hours
or more and should schedule examinations at the regular class hour
during the period June 5-8.
5. Con tinu ing Education course examinations should be scheduled at
the regular class hour during the period June 5-8.
6. Comprehensive final examinations are not mandatory and are given
at the option of the course instructor.
Fresh ater Fishes Too ••.
Hwy. 50, Union Park,
With AComplete Line Of Supplies
10 min. from FTU

n

~~FE,

Atlantic and Pacific
Marine Fishes

---------------------------

For The Beginner
To The Advanced Hobbyist.

The Bangalese are a proud people.
The don't like to ask for help.
But after a cyclone and a war,
they cannot feed themselves.
Help them throug h the next har.11est .
Help thom help themselves.

:------- ---------- --------- --- ------------1

!
BEACHCOMBER

14.95

llac;ngt\ ~'h'b~ ~r\V~~\,?~rJ'~~aoa
l ( ) I plad\J to save the Ille of one '*'°" In l
l
Bal>gladesh by contributing 33C a day ($10
1
:*"1
~ '.~;;•c;:::",:, seo. per rrionth
C I I prater to contribute S_

ONLY $1.00 BUYS ALL THIS:

MONDAY

BLT, Potato, Salad, chips, Beer.

TUESDAY

Gr. Cheese w/bac:on, Macaroni Salad,
Coleslaw, Chips, Beer.

WEDNESDAY

Cheeseburger with lettuce & tomato.
Coleslaw. Chips, Beer.

THURSDAY

Ham Sandwich, Potato Salad. Chips,
Beer.
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PHONE

1ax-dedUc11bla. Your cancelled

en H t NOW? Who H I YOU?

f Rf DAY

Beer and C..
_________________________ .___________________________________________________
....
Sp ecial s daily 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Le:-~~~~~'.."~~--------------------- _.,.

Ham~

w/ Lettuce and
)S

omato, French Fries, Macaroni Sal
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Alice Cooper To Appear
At Tangerine Bowl Sunday
Alice Cooper brings his rock
band to Orlando's Tangerine Bowl
Sunday night. The largest rock
crowd in the history of the city is
expected to attend.
Tickets were available at FTU's
Student Government office for
$3.50. Advance tickets are available
at The Infinite Mushroom in
Colonial Plaza, Pine Hills Music,
Obliviation IV on Park Avenue in
Winter Park, Muntz Tape City in
Maitland, Britches South in Winter
Park .and the Zayres Center in Fern
Park, for $5. Tickets at the gate will
cost $6.
Cosmic Productions has
scheduled "Dr. John, The Night
Tripper," and the local band
"Heaven" to perform before
Cooper. Other features of the
"evening concert under the stars"
starting at 6 p.m. are: "Cosmic
Kiddies" (Cosmic President Rick
Namey's helper$), "Free stuff from
Dave, Showco Sound, Shep
Gordon, Mike Lyons, Righteous
Price, Good Vibes, Frisbees,
Groupies, and Cultural Pleasures."
Alice Cooper won critical
acclaim and musical stardom with
his group's album, "Killer,"
released at the end of 1971. His
bizarre stage performances, which
should be evaluated apart from his
music, have fascinated some rock
fans while repulsing others.
Lester Bangs, writing in the
"Rolling Stone" January 6 issue,
rated "Killer" as one of the most
impressive rock albums of 1971.
"In every area of conception and
plain instrumental and vocal
tightness, it excells. One thing is for
sure, this is a strong band, a vital
band, and they are going to be

Bath House Plans
Get Consideration
Student Government President
Steve Adamick announced this
week consideration for a $14,500
project which, if undertaken in the
fall, wil~ add a larl!~ bath
house facility to SG's recently
completed Lake Claire recreation
area.
According to Adamick, plans for
the bath house, which if
constructed will include bathrooms,
showers and benches, were donated
to SG recently by FTU's American
Society of Civil Engineers.
"This is the cheapest and the
best design we have seen so far,''
said Adamick, "and if people
continue to use the lake through
the summer, we will moot likely
begin the new project in the fall,
using these plans."
Lake Claire located slightly to
the north of the campus was the
site of SG's annual spring picnic,
Sunday
which according to
Adamick, attracted nearly 3,500
people.

around for a long, long time."
The Alice Cooper band appears
on stage with heavy feminine
make-up and costume. He
sometimes tears up a baby doll
during the sadistic song "Dead
Babies,,, or kills a chicken during
the performance. Off-stage, he has
gone with a girl named Nancy for
four years and becomes extremely
iritated at homooexual passes that
are made toward him.
''I u n dersbnd that all an
audience wants is sex and violence.

A bill which would reorganize
FTU Student Government elections
procedures was withdrawn from the
SG Senate recently... according to SG
President-Elect Steve Adarnick
"becausei the bill was entirely too
long and it failed to improve on
many of the problem areas in the
original law."
Streamlining of the bill is
"greatly" needed, according to
Adarnick, who said the statute now
in effect is 21 pages long and the new
bill is also 21 pages. "The student
body constitution is only 12 pages,"
he said.
"There are many restatements of
language covered by earlier bills,
now laws, or a rehash of items
already in the constitution. The bill
originally was intended to make sure
everyone who wanted to run for
office would have a fair chance and
that no one could be elected by an
organization with a lot of money to
spend. All the extra language is not
necessary."
The bill has been referred to the
statutes and procedures committee
where it "will probably rest until
summer quarter," said Adarnick.
Adamick cited many cases of
poor or inaccurate wording in the
bill.
In one action, the elections
commission is given the power to
rule on the qualification of all
candidates. "But," said Adamick,
"there are four separate documents
which state qualifications, and as of
now it has not been established
which one holds precedence over the
others.
"The bill contains as elections

SUMMER COURSES
~hree 10-we~k summerc~urses in
busme~, vocational education and

engineering will be offered starting

Jun~ 15 at FT'l!'s South Orlando
Resident Center m Orlando Central
Par~ off South Orange Blossom
Trail.

FEATURING NORTHERN STYLE PIZZA
TAILOR ADE TO YOUR TASTE FRO
PRODUCTS PREPARED FRESH DAILY

! WE DELIVER !

HOURS:
MON. - THURS. 11 am
FRI. - SAT.
11 am
SUN.
pm
Winter Park, Florida
Pho e 671-6177

Alice Cooper, author of the hit
single "Eighteen", has appeared at
Kemp's Coliseum in Orlando. A
week from Sunday, "Spirit" and
"Big Brother and the Holding
Company" will appear at the
Tangerine Bowl.

Elections Revision Bill
Withdrawn, 'Too Long'

CRunYY PIZZA

2083 Aloma Ave.
Aloma Shopping Center

I know that 'cause I used to watch
televisiQn all day long," Alice told
"Rolling Stone." "We're the
ultimate American band ... merely
the end product of an affluent
society."

12 pm
2 am
12 pm

•1iiii····1"!1~'!·-ll!li?ii•:•1
This coupon entities you
to 50 cents off on any
.00 pizza purchase

schedule that would take a
Philadelphia lawyer to figure it out."
he said. There are designated days
for elections both in the bill and in
the constitution. "In order to
ascertain the correct date you must
refer to both documents. We can
streamline what is now contained in
three pages down to one or two
paragraphs."
Still another section of the old
statute says a complete list of
candidates "will" be published in the
FuTUre. "That is just about the
same as telling The New York Times
it will publish something," said
Adamick.
There are also discrepancies in
campaign expense limits and another
section which give the elections
commission the power to disqualify
any candidate. The same section also
gives the candidate the right to
appeal to the same commission-, and
only that commission, if
disqualified. "That is nothing short
of ridiculous," said Adamick.
"I have just run for office," said
Adamick, "and every day I was
running I was not sure if I was
breaking an election law. If the
senate does not streamline this bill
now and improve on the old law, as
the university grows to 10,000 or
12,000 students it will become
impossible to control an election."

PAUSING BRIEFLY from the same type of intense concentration
that won him the s;i5 Sigma Xi award, John Seaborn is shown here
_e_n_ve_lo_p_e_d_i_n_an_"'_
.._·~~ citing research project.

~------------------

Expenditill-es Get Approval
A total of $836 was spent by six
candidates in their efforts to
become elected to the Student
Government executive offices of
president and vice president.
Steve Adamick and Lee
Constantine, who won the
elections, spent $352.21 combined,
or $176.10 and $176.11,
respectively. This was a total of 19
cents over their maximum
expenditures allowed them, and the
two men had to pay a 38 cent fine.
Next in spending was JoAnne

Puglisi, who spent $170.43,
followed by Bob Brown, $162.44;
Debbie Hanshew, $81.97, and Paul
Woodson who, with Thom McGurn,
spent $68.93.
Tom McLaughlin, who withdraw
from the vice presidentiaJ race,
su bmitted a report that he spent no
money in the campaign.
All candidates submitted the
expendHure report to Student
Government, and the SG elections
committee has given its approval of
the reports.

TALENT POLL
IN ORDER TO PLAN NEXT YEAR'S CONCERTS, PLEASE
INDICATE FIVE ACTS FROM THE FOLLOWING usr
PLEASE CLIP AND DEPOSIT IN VILLAGE CENTER
OFFICE OR LIBRARY LOBBY.
ZEPHYR
ALLMAN BROTHERS
___ _J)OORS
ALICE COOPER
QUICKSILVER MESS. SER VICE
SPIRIT
___ _JOHNArrIAN EDWARDS
ALEX TAYLOR
KATE TAYLOR
BOZ SCAGGS
____l'JRBQ
___ _l\10THER EARTH

JAMES GANG

----

- - - - RARE EARTH
----TEEGARDEN & VAN WINKLE
____ ZZTOP

----

----STAPLE SINGERS
SHANA NA

----

BLUE OYSTER CULT
---___ _P.OONE'S FARM

___ J3. B. Kl G
SOFT JACHINE
____MILES DAVIS
____ BO DIDLEY

----JACK BOl\lUS
THEBYRDS
----COMMANDER CODY
____ HOTTU A
- - - - NICKY HOPKl S
----INCREDIBLE STRING BA D
____ .JAM FACTORY
- - - - rEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
ITIY GRITTY DIRT BA D
PAUL BUITERFIELD

----TODD RUNDGRE
----THE BAND
BREWER & SHIPLEY
----CANNED HEAT
MITCH RIDER & DETROIT WHEELS
MARK ALMO D BAND
iBOYDUKES
____ JOHN AYALL
____ LEE MICHAELS
____CHUCK BERRY

----

TRYJOE
-----CO
JOHN LEE HOOKER

----·cs

---

----WET WILLIE

____ WAR

----DR. JOHN
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Musical

Multi-Media 'Legacy'
Effective Experiment

Program

By Mary Anna Jackson

Scheduled

newest and friendliest college lounge

I Post Tiii IJulge '

Now appearing CLARENCE PALMER and the

SEASON'S CHOICE

1/ ROCK BOTTOM
and Danny Gale

Campus Glances
BROADCAST CLUB
Dave Waterman, news director at
campus radio WFTU, was elected
president of the Broadcast Club
Tuesday, May 16, at a regular
meeting of the organization.
Also elected were Emily Lloyd,
vice president; Nancy Palmer,
secretary-treasurer, and Bill Ivey,
historian.

9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Mon thru Sat

P,·11;;\
"-

11...J.

P.i.

1't1 Ii
\)I

lkL'I - '-I

I)()
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Pleasant Weather, Food, Music
By Gabriel Yanni

Faithful to their promise, the SG
provided constant music. Three
bands kept the spirits high, even if
some eardrums reported severe
casualties and loss of hearing. One
other casualty was a zealous
canoeist, who had a hard time
righting the canoe after it capsized
spectacularly.
According to SG PResident Steve
Adamick, there were somewhere
around 3500 persons, and by 4 p.m.
all the food and beverages were gone.
Everyone had that certain look of
contentment, characteristic of
people enjoying themselves. The
main attraction of the day, Brewer
and Shipley, arrived around 7:15
p.m., but by then most of the crowd
had left.
In all, it was an enjoyable day, and
the Student Government should be
congratulated for the excellent
service it provided.

From the distance of two blocks,
the music rose, an attractive
presence that brought the people
closer to its source. The cozy smell
of cooking meat and the re~uring
hum of voices around the serving
tables were the indicators of a
pleasant day ahead. After having
found the place to spread their
blanket, waited in line to be served
and having eaten, they became
Sunday loungers, spread on the sand
of a peaceful lake, surrounded by,
once a quiet forest which was now
resounding with the music of the
day.
Despite some heavy clouds, the
weather had bestowed on them a
fairly nice day, and many found no
other way to cool off then to take a
swim in the lake, while others
prefered the intimacy of a drifting
on the lake in yellow canoes.

. .. The band played ...
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OF WINTER PARK, INC.
311 Pork Av~nue, South
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT

*

POSITION
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Combine For Enjoyable Picnic

... The lines were long ...

,..,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..... And the skies were cloudy all day! ...

TAPES USA

Photos by Jon Findell and
Craig Powell
PEN:\Y PUB .

8 Track Tapes $3.99

·TAPES USA
FREE TAPE
with any cartridge case

.

~

.

c ollcgc
~

n~ r

Interested In ATen Speed?
Handcrafted European Bicycles

Gla

Buy 12 Tapes
Get One FREE

Bargains on all Candles,
Pieces and Candle-making Supplies

1/3 OFF

Try one At

ORANGE CYCLE WORKS
1219 N. Orange Ave.
Orlando 423-9972

TAPES USA

Unique Gifts for a Friend
We mail Candles and Gia anywhere.

5698 S. Orange Blsm. Tri.

523 Park Avenue S., Winter Park
Phone 644-6734

Listen Before You Buy

HOURS: 10 to 10 Daily
Saturday 10 to 10
Sunday 10 to 6
Call 859-0590

MuterOwge

..

.. .. .......

Reasonable Repairs
Open Tue - Sat 11·7
Tue & Thur Till 9 ..........

Get into Quiet,
Clean, Honest

Speed!
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FOUR LENS
COMBINATIONS

SOmm lens for all your
normal picture needs

SAVE s101
MAMIYA/SEKOR 6-PC.

l OOmm lens with converter for close-ups

l 3Smm automatic telelens for most sport shots

Apathy, Weather Reasons
For Low Voter Turnout
By Pete Reynolds
Some interesting facts came to light as a result of the recently
completed Student Government elections. Among those were the low
voter turnout and the confusion over qualification requirements.
Student turnout was horrible.
OnJy 32.8 per cent of the student between the SG election
body voted, with the College of qualifications and those in the FTU
Engineering having the highest handbook. This problem caused
percentage (43.3 per cent) and the much gnashing of teeth, and Fred
College of Education was lowest said that the Dean of Men, the
(24.8 per cent). Elections Dean of Women and the heads of
Commissioner Fred Daniels feels the different colleges are now being
one reason was the "beautiful contacted to effect a change so the
weather'' which he felt caus.ed a lot problem can not arise again~ The
of people to not be on campus.
new plan will be based on an overall
Voter apathy also had to be a GP A, as opposed to one based on
cause. WFTU did a survey and FTU or previous quarter averages.
Daniels said he was very pleased
learned that of those questioned
only 8 per cent knew how many with the result of the election. "It
candidates were running, only 6 per was a clean campaign and the
cent knew the elections were to be opposing candidates remained
held and only 17 per cent had friends," he added.
decided for whom to vote. These
facts must be considered with the
knowledge that the survey was
conducted one week before the
DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
elections.
Students wishing assistance in
Nothing can be done about voter
apathy, but steps are being taken to choosing vocational objectives and
change the voting bylaws. These are college majors or improving their
now so complex that one candidate progress in their studies are
was moved to say, "Jesus Christ encouraged to take advantage of
himself couldn't run without the services.
violating some part."
·
l\:rrnv Pul1
.· -.
Another point that is to be
.. of Beer -·SLOO .·
modified is the contradiction . . 64 ·oi.
"'
.
,

270mm lens with converter for distance shots

CAMERA OUTFIT
Only once in a 100 years do
you see a value like this! Outfit includes 1000 DTL camera
with "creative switch" for "foolproof" light control. Vivitar
accessories include the 135mm
telephoto lens, 2X teleconverter
and electronic flash - all made
to give you maximum flexibility
from portrait to hunting shots,
indoors or out. All packed in a
handsome, fitted "pro" case.
380.84 COMBINATION

~

v

.;.

COME IN AND RECEIVE
A FREE COPY OF "HOW
TO PHOTOGRAPH SPORTS."

ORLANDO
25 00 W. Colonial Drive
Open Monday thru Saturday
9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Phone 241 - 3551

CASSELBERRY
Seminole Shopping Plaza
Open Monday thru Saturday
10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1 :00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Phone 831 - 1200

You ean't beat a European bieyele·

TEN

SPEED
Dn1vE
of Cocoa Beach

18 Minuteman Causeway
CocoaBeach 783-1196
IntroducingthenewBI CHI
A shop specializing in lightweight, quality, 10 - speeds from Italy at a iow, 1ow, price.
from France Ita y and England. Re air at fa·r prices.
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Fall Quarter
Applications
Set Records

Theatre Students Give
Presentation At Church

Students of "Studies in Interpretation with Emphasis on Readers
Theatre,, at FTU appeared in a contemporary church service at John Calvin
Presbyterian Church in Oak Ridge, Orlando, last Sunday.
Their presentation included songs
Freshman applications to FTU
from the musical plays "Jesus Christ
a.re arriving in record numbers.
More than 1 000 freshman
Superstar'' and "Godspell," film Northwest Lyons Club of Orlando
applications have been received and
slides, and a Readers Theatre Tuesday.
presentation concerning
processed to date, said FTU
over-population.
Registrar W. Dan Chapman.
"This trend (religion) is important
Their instructor, Mrs. Frances L. because it is an answer to
Total freshman applications will
Johnson, a visiting professor in entertainment trash. It is a look at
probably reach 1,600 for the fall
communications and theatre, religion in an entertaining way and it
quarter of 1972. The freshman
expressed pride in her group's is really reaching young people,''
enrollment at Fl'U is expected to
performance. Mrs. Nancy Dillard, a Mrs. Johnson explained her opinion
reach 1971 applications by ten per
member of the congregation, of contemporary religious theatre.
cent, according to Chapman.
exclaimed: "These bright-faced
FTU has no definite limit on the
Mrs. Johnson was complimentary
honest children with their bare feet
size of the freshman class, and
really told us something we needed of both productions. She pointed
could conceivably handle as many
to hear. They asked what we, the out that "Superstar" presented a
as 2,000 freshman students.
people in power, are going to do. I do somewhat negative view of the life of
Chapman said that the number
believe that religion is going to come Christ in a defeated context. She
of transfer students will exceed the
viewed "Godspell" as a more joyous
alive."
number of first-time students.
Mrs. Dillard spoke of the fact that or positive view of Christ. A .,r
About 1,700 applications are
her church is very conservative, resurrection scene is included in
expect-ed from transfer students,
DR. CHARLES Unkovic introduces financier and philanthropist most of them graduates of
having been created over the "Godspell" and omitted in "Jesus
Louis Wolfson, who spoke Monday morning on prison reform. Wolfson
question of slavery. She said that the Christ Superstar."
blasted the present penal system for its inhumaneness and its community or junior colleges.
presentation made some of the
FTU is expected to have an
Mrs. Judy Boettcher, a librarian at degenerating effect on prisoners.
people uncomfortable. but they
overall student population of 7 ,500
were willing to accept the Readers Mailland~blicLlbrary,~id,"Iwas ----------------------~~-~~ by this fall, and 9 ,000 by fall,
rp
1973.
Theatre group, thus signalling a very pleased with the whole evening. 7\. T. •
was.
ve~~
delightful
and
1
~
.l 0
According to Don Baldwin,
change in their outlook.
informative, givmg us an even better
r
.! '
director of Student Financial Aid,
Mrs. Johnson gave a comparative insight into the contribution of the
1.8 million dollars in financial aid
play review of "Jesus Christ
was processed during 1971-72, and
Superstar" and "Godspell" at the
the student loan programs will
Maitland Public Library May 18. She
reflect a slig~t increase due to a
examined the show, costumes,
.
new state of Florida's guaranteed
programs at Oviedo H~gh Sc~ool
production and direction in today
gra
at 12: 30 p.m. Their selections Nme persons have been elected by the employes of FTU to serve on the b k 1 an
showing the significance of "box will be "War" and "The MacBeth first FTU Staff Council, formed as an executive body within the an
pro m.
office religion." She appeared at the Murder Mysteries."
newly-organized Staff Assembly.
,..-------------The assembly, chartered several by three council members. Matteis
months ago, provides Career Service brought to the attention of the
employees with a more official council will be presented in tum to
0
network of communication with the vice president for business
the FTU administration and affairs for official action.
The University Library will
faculty. To become a voting
&tending congratulations to the
maintain its regular scheduleon
member of the Assembly, ari winning council candidates, FTU
Monday .
. ,
..
,, emplqye must successfully PresidentCharlesN.Millicannoted
During the period June 8-14,
Dr. Robert D. Kersten, dean of society s most cntical problems, c 0 mp I et e the six_ m 0 nth that the group will serve "a most
the Library will observe a
the College of Engineering, and Dr. Dr. Ostle stated.
probationary period.
valuable role in the continuing
shortened schedule of hours as
Bernard Ostle, dean of the College
Dean Ker~ten ~poke of the need
Staff Council's nine members are development of the university.
follows:
of Natural Sciences, have favorably for the pubhc to bec~me aware of divided equally between the three
recognized a report by the National ~echnology and what it_ can do to major areas of the university,
Thursday, June 8: 7:45 a.m. - 5
Science Board (NSB) which calls improve our environment. academic affairs, business affairs
p.m.
for a national commitment to the Technology has never hurt an~?ne, and student affairs. The Council
Friday, June 9: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
only the use of technology has.
will choose a tenth member to serve
technologies of peace.
Saturday and Sunday, June 10
More incentives from the as their chairman.
The NSB proposes some new
& 11: Closed
roles for engineers and scientists. government and private industry to
Mrs. Dorothy Lewis, Mrs. Doris
Monday - Wednesday, June
The deans agreed that the new areas develop an awareness or technology Scott and Robert Svendsen will
12-14: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
of technology need to be explored in and out of classrooms was urged represent academic affairs. Richard
in order to fulfill these roles.
The report comes as a stimulus by the NSB report. The report said Newhaus, Lloyd Prescott and
Summer hours will go in effect
long-range solutions to national George Rendulic were chosen from
0
on Thursday, June 15, as follows:
t
m a n Y en vi r 0 nment 81 problems need to be developed by business affairs. Student affairs is
investigations now underway at full-time competence professionals. represented by Evelyn Alford, Mrs.
FTU. "Given the added assistance
Monday· Thursday: 7:45 a.m.
Dean Kersten indicated that a Jan Gainus and Mrs. Dorothy
proposed in the report, even more
-lOp.m.
could be done to solve some of more efficient use of the country's Pearson.
Friday: 7:45 a.m. -5 p.m .
SDX OFFICERS
. - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. scientific and engineering resources
The Staff Assembly will meet
Saturday: 12 noon - 5 p.m.
, is needed. Of the university's role, annually in May. Staff Council w.ill
Sunday: 2 p.m. · 10 p.m.
he said: "A university in any meet regularly on a quarterly basis,
The new slate of officers for
community can be of great service or at the call of the president of the Sigma Delta professional journalism
in helping citizens, lawmakers and university, the vice president for society will be installed tomorrow at
other action groups attain business affairs, the council a banquet during which the
community and national goals."
chairman, or upon written request organization will become officially
There are four new Co-Op
, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a f f i l i a t e d with the national society, positions opening for women during
KENNETHl.GRUSHKA
Sigma Delta Chi.
the summer quarter, according to
& ASSOCIATES
Those elected were Mary Anna Thaddeus Rajchel, Co-Op
Jackson, president; John Gholdston, coordinator.
vice president; David Waterman,
THE STATE LIFE
The positions are in psychology,
secretary, and Beth Weilenman, sociology, and general studies,
INSURANCE CO.
treasurer. James E. Couch, director working in the Duvall Home for
of publications, is the group's Retarded Children in Glenwood,
3191 McGuire
advisor.
Florida. The positions will be live-in,
Orlando, FlorJda Suite 150
with a 42-hour, six-day week. The
BOOKSTORE
pay is room and board plus $49.89
Phone 894 • 0371
3604 Aloma Avenue
There will be no book store per week. According to Rajchel,
charges accepted from June 21 there are independent study course
Winter Park
through July 4 from veterans, credits available.
"If anyone is interested in
vocational rehabilitation students or
Campu Representatives are:
phone 6 71-3553
any others with book store charging determining their abi. i ty, capability,
Danny Odom 671 -1379
or so forth for working with the
privileges.
Don't forget to u e your F.T. U. di count coupon
and
retarded,
this is the opportunity,"
from the Student Discount Book .
.Jerry Brown 6 78 - 019
'
. :..
....
said Rajchel. Anyone interested in
PENNY PUB
more information may contact
·
College Bar
· Rajchel in the Co-Op office.

zne E mn[ovees.

!t

serve

foJ:::::~Theatrewillpresenttwo Onlst FTU Staff Council

°

Lib_rary Gives
Sum111er H urs

•ence
SCI

Board Report
Wl.ns Deans Favors

Campus

~Glances

II

4 Co-Op Posts
Open To Women

Pizza-Sandwiches

Phone ahead
for Fast Service

~ mile east of

hwy. 436

.

--

BARTENDERS
MEN &WOMEN

EARN BIG MONEY
Evening Clas e
Position Available
While Training
E citing c Ca.reer

IN 6 SHORT WEEKS
Telephone 843-463£

Professional Ba.rtending
TRAI 1 G CENTER
1224 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando,_Florida

-.

3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
l acre fenced playground
hot lunches
PHONE 365-5023

387 W. Broadway, OVIEDO
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Tuttle Leads Goldsox
With .363 Season Average
By Larry McCorkle

The FTU Goldsox, after three
coaching changes during a top-notch
university schedule, finished the
sea5on with a 13·18 record, certainly
respect.able under the circumstances.
Jack Pantelias started the season
but was forced to resign when the
job began affecting his family life.
PJayers Allen Tuttle and Tim Gillis
fi1led in during the middle part of the
season until current coach Doug
Holmquist finally arrived.
Allen Tuttle was again the bright
mark for FTU. Tuttle, who batted
well over .400 last year, saw a
tougher schedule and the anxieties
of coaching eat at his average but still
maintained a .363 average. One of
Tuttle's more fantastic feats is
striking out only six times in 124
trips to the plate-a tribute to his
quick bat and sharp eye.
Tuttle also led the team in hits
(45), RBI (17), doubles (6) and
stolen bases (15 ). His absence will
definitely hurt the Goldsox next
year.
Tim Gillis is also a senior for FTU.
The native of now highly publicized
Pahokee plans to teach and coach at
Okeechobee High next year. His
duties will include teaching math,
coordinating the defensive backfield
in football and coaching the
baseball team ..GilJis batted .293 and
worked pitchers for 26 walks from
his leadoff position. He led FTU in
runs scored with 33.
Another senior sorely missed next
year is Pat McCarty. After a
horrendous st.art in which his average
hung around .200 for a greater part
of the season, McCarty st.arted
hitting until he upped his average to
a very respectable .280. He also led
the team in homeruns ( 3) and tied
Tuttle for the RBI leadership (17 ).
Other seniors who have greatly
contributed to the organization of a
baseball team at FTU are pitcher Bill
Spillman, second sacker Danny

Wisconsin Cager
Bound For FTU
A star of what head coach Torchy
Clark considers "the strongest
conference in Wisconsin" is headed
for a berth on FTU's basketball
squad.
Clark, who played his own
collegiate ball at Marquette, reports
h~ i~ loo.king forward to the ~val of
6 7 Willy Belotte, who this past
season was voted most valuable
player in the Milwaukee Catholic
All-Star game.
He could be a dandy ,, claims
Clark. Bellote, who will e~ll this
fall, presently attends St.
Bonaventure High school in
Sturdivant, Wis., south of
Milwaukee. He will most likely
rotate at center and forward his first
year at FTU, Clark said.

Odom, and catcher Owen Moorhead.
The returnees for Holmquist next
year are Jack Sirianni (.341 average)
and pitchers Mark Denno and Bill
Larsen.

Business Majors
Hold Sports Day
The College of Business
Administration held its second
annual Business Day last Friday at
the Physical Education facility.
Softball and volleyball tournaments
began at 10 a.m. and continued until
4:30p.m.
Twelve teams competed in the
two sports for the privilege of
playing the business faculty.
Students of the accounting
department and the marketing
department each split into three
teams. The management and
economics departments supplied
two teams each. Delta Sigma Pi, a
business fraternity, and the finance
department completed the list of
teams. 1
In softball, an accounting team
won four games before taking the
championship by a score of 12-0
over the faculty. Graham Dragstidt
was the captain of the accounting
team that included Dwight Reeves,
Fred Pattersall, Thomas Mead, Mary
Johnson, Jerry Brown, Gary Frey,
Dennis Jensen, Mike Hago, Lee
Smith, Dick Dawkins, Michael
Brown, Robert Shyberg and Ted
Hudstith.
An economics team took four
victories before downing the faculty
in volleyball, 15-9 and 15-11. The
champion team consisted of Bobby
Moore, Yvonne McCoy, Jack
Puckett, Jane Carroll, Daniel Rice,
Jim Coker, Stu Drake, Mike Utz,
Mike Galassini and Al Benson.
Gordon McAleer, an assistant
professor in business administration,
and Marilyn Busch, an instructor in
business administration,
coordinated the program.

Campus Glances
SHORT STORY
Dr. Roland Browne, associate
professor of English at FTU has
written a short story which appears
in the Spring 1972 issue of "Queen's
Quarterly," published by the
McGill-Queen's University Press in
Kingston Ontario
'
·
The ?tory is a detailed portrait of
the ultimate mental collapse of a
young widow who is convinced her
husband has been reincam~ted as a
very strange dog named Lucifer.
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The Immortals won the women's
intramural championship in ~ ftball
recently as they defeated the Tep
Little Sisters 10-0.
In the women's intramural track
and field competition, the winners
were Charlotte Thackeray. 50-yd.
dash; Joan Derriggeis, 100-yd. dash·
. ,.-,,. .-x.:"-' _,.,,_,,...,~~~· Daryl Jackson, 220-yd. dash, and
Thackeray also won the 440-yd.
dash. The Tyes won the 440-yd.
relay and Joan Caisse won the
softball throw while Karen
Zimmerman took the st.anding broad
jump.
Recreational activities will be
offered for students attending the
~ summer quarter by the intramural
department. However, there will be
no points or trophies awarded and all
events will be held strictly for the
fun of it.
Coed water polo will be offered.
_ In addition, tennis, softball, table
tennis, volleyball, golf, horseshoes
i-=::~--.. ....
and swim meets will all be on the
BEULAH'S BOMBERS swept to the championship last week in the agenda. Also, three-man basketball,
Independent League in water polo as they were undefeated with a 3-0 free-throw contests and handball
record. (Photo by Henry Popkin)
will be played.
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THE WEAR HO SE

The WEAR·HOUSE features a complete line of fraternity & sorority merchandise. We can print your crest or greek letters on
any T- hirt in stock and it takes only one minute. We also feature j rseys. Aportion of our jersey stock will ·be in this week
so we ill be able to provide one week delivery (or less) on jerseys this spring!
'
The WEAR·HOUSE offers a beautiful line of top-quality CLASS RINGS, and our rings are priced lower than the rings available
from that store on campus.
The WEAR·HOUSE is honored to cooperate with the F. T. U. IFC in

onsoring your greek page that is coming soon.

THE WEAR.HOUSE
rse Blvd., (" st off Park Ave.), Winter Park

P o e 645-4787

t
I·

TANGERINE BOWL
6:00 pm
MAY 28
SAVE- - REGULAR ~ TICKr:rs
.ON SALE FOR ~.50
(LIMITED SUPPLY)

•

126 E.

•
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E CAPT
IndividuaJ heroics by Rick
Schultz and Randy Akers pushed
TKE narrowly passed GDI in the
men's intramural track meet last
Thursday at Showalter Field.
TKE won the track meet totaling
• 3 5 1h po in ts-all from running
events GDI recorded 33 points and
missed a chance of winning the
meet when ace dashman Pat
McCarty failed to show up in time
to run the 100 yard dash.
Schultz started TKE on their
winning ways clocking a 10.6
100-yard dash into a slight breeze.
Schultz holds the school century
mark with a 10.2 clocking in the
1970 meet. Schultz later won the
220 dash in 23.2-nearly 20 yards
ahead of the nearest
competitor--and only .2 off Rudi
Jessee's school record.
Akers ran an outstanding half
mile (2:03.6) and came back to run
the anchor leg of the sprint medley
relay, the most exciting race of the
• meet. Akers battled Wayne Evans
of PAE the entire 440 and pulled
slightly ahead during the last 80
yards to win the race. The 10
THEY'RE OFF-Rick Schultz (second from left) breezed to a f"irst
points for the relay victory gave
place
finish in the 100-yard dash last week with a timeofl0.6 seconds to
TKE just enough points to win the
lead Tau Kappa Epsilon to the championship in the FTU Intramural
meet.
GDI had winning efforts from
Pat McCarty, Steve Spires and John
Rouse. McCarty won the 50 yard
dash in 6.0, from a standing start,
and later broke his own record in
the high jump with a 5-11 leap.
Spires held off Dr. Henry Kennedy
to win the mile run in a new record
4: 50.2. Kennedy finished one
second behind Spires. Weightman
Rouse won the 16-pound shot put
with a 36-l1h heave.
PAE scored 30 points in the
meet and finished third. Evans tied
the school record in the 440 dash in
53.1, and PAE's Bob Cardwell won
thQ discuss with a 114-4 throw. ·
Schultz and Paul Katouskas were
chosen as the outstanding track and
field men in the meet. Katouskas
won the low hurdles in 20.8
smashing the old record by .7 of a
second. He also won the long jump
with a 20-5 jump and finished
second to McCarty in the high jump
with a 5-10 leap. Individually he
finished with 13 points, good
• enough for fifth place.
ATO was fourth with 22 points
followed by LXA ( 4), Cavaliers
(21h), and the Bomber.; (1).

..fOIUTe

Track and Field Championships. Bob O'Mara, representing the Cavaliers,
finished second at 10.8 seconds.
·

WE HAVE A LIFTOFF--Paul Katouska is airbome during his
meetrwinning long jump of 20 feet, 5 inches in last week's intramural
action, Katouska himself finished in fifth place in the overall team
competition.

LARRY McCORKLE makes a
Plimptonesque-effort at throwing
the discus. McCorkle, a member of
TKE's winning team, was not
injured, however.

Si=ORIS
.,

NEWS

Photos

by

Jon Finde I
FOSBURY FLOP?-Dale Wise gets in a little practice before the high jump competition begins at the FTU Intramural Track and 1''ield meet last week.
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By John the Good, Resident Seer

1111
1 1111111111111u11
have digressed to the dribbling_c,j_ Waterbeds with factory guarantee.
~ Various colors and sizes only $16.
stage.
~Also leather goods (purses and
?j"' belts.) Contact Rick at 831-2431
*
Everything you will touch for
TAURUS:
* anytime-leave mess;io~ if not there.
this week will tum to disaster.
All your blood vessels ~ Color T. V. for sale. 12 inc~ _GE
*Avoid close contact with all
beginning to deteriorate. By* Portocolor. Perfect cond1t1on.
~good friends, and stay away
ARIES:
Wednesday you will begin to~ $ 2 00. Call 671 - 1054 or 275 -268 4 .
~from any raw sex. It will be a
Avoid dwarfs posing as tall
Jeak blood from under your~ S u r f b 0 a r d f o r S a I e :
. By next Friday
.
~Weber-Australia, 6'-6", 3/4 thick,
*"'"('f' f unny th'mg 1'f you don 't.
peop1e. Also avoi·a tall peop1e
fingernails.
you?j"'
very nice cond., sweet stick, asking
*(Funnier than usual, I mean.)
posing as dwarfs. Avoid ta)]
will become bloated like a;+ $80, call 275-4873 or talk to Scott
~AQUARIUS·.
people posing. Avoid tall
blow-fish and none of your;+ :it the New Hyland Apts. No. 208.
"'"('f'
PEOPLE.
clothes will fit you.
..!.?.. '71 Honda CL-350, $300 down and
{t A list of futile things for
LEO:
?j"' take over payments. 365-3139.
Aquarians to consider this week:
GEMINI:
Cold pills are heavy in your
LIBRA:
1966 Ford Econoline Van-rebuilt
~Trying to fit in last year's
Before you take your clothes
horizon this weekend. Take five
The last time I saw your face*engine, new brakes, new tires,
~bathing suit. Trying to comb
off, check for any large birds of
or six and stand back. You will
it was not where it should bave;+S800. Phone 277-2427.
your hair to make it look like
prey in the area. You and the
explode from the nostrils like
been. In fact it was in a very-'-'-. E_merson Co!"flponent set . . . 5
+Jo you're
not losing it after all.
bird might be embarrassed badly
Mount Vesuvius. Sell tickets.
strange place. I hate to think ~pieces: 2 nice speakers, G_arrard
.
f fi als Try'
'f
d ' B ·a
.
.!.?..changer, AM/FM stereo receiver, 8
Try
·~
mg to cram or m .
mg
1 you
on t. es1 es, who says
about it.
"'l".f' tk player, $ 229 _50 and 5 tapes free!
~to get along with your peers.
you can't be nasty to Sears and
VIRGO:
423-381 O Action Music 1039 N.
~
Roebuck employes, whatever
Everybody in the street is
SCORPIO:
*Orange Ave., Orlando after 2 p.m.
~PISCES:
that me~s. (We wish Y1e could
waiting for you to expectorate
_Train your chest ~~rs to spell.s."t. rif1j1ftitilliii1ummmummmnmmmmnnllllllll1dllU
{+ Hold tightly to your sanity. It say t~at it all ~as a sp;cial, secret
(spit) on your foot again. You
thmgs for a~vert1smg f'mns.::I
. will fi2ht to leave you again this
meanmg. but tt doesn t.)
used to do it so well but you
Amaze your friends. Amuse the~
*~~M~,.+++..~Frt·~'Jlc'Jlc'Jlc~'J!c*'Jlc'h'J!c'J!c'J!c'*9*$'*9**~$'fJ!c~neigh~ors and collect some!1111tlllllllJllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllll
tAlhO
This category mcludes emergency university comptroller; Frank* ':>read m the process.
~ Looking for ? stud~nt co~~le to
WW1
expenditures for activities and Sant ry
19 71-7 2 Student~
~ ren_t our furnished a1r-cond1~ioned
·
·
·
'
~SAGITTARIUS·
?j"" trailer for summer. Ten minutes
(Continued from Page I)
. service under Vice President for Government president, and Shirley ...t!..
•.
•
* from FTU. $ 75 mo. & utilities. Call
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - & S t u d e n t Affairs W. Rex Brown.
Ovletrea, 1971-72 SG comptroller.~ . All the world is watching you.~ 568-2393.
. .
{+Rip ~our clothes of~ ~d dance an?j"' _N_e_w_2--b-e_d_ro_o_m
__d_u_p_le-x-es_4_m_i.
university recognition, but receive
instead a pamphlet soliciting $15 to
T?e Interest and Smkmg Fund
•
•
exoti~ fan-dance. Wont that wow;i} ~'forth of FTU in Oviedo. $1SO/mo.
purchase the Who's Who brochure. received a total of $55,000, the
~them m Kansas?
* mcll!des carpets, central heat & air,
Dr0 C w Brown assistant to the yearly payment for the new Village
(C
.
d fr
P
l)
-~appliances & drapes. RIDGEWOOD
vice pr~sid~nt of 'student affairs, Center building.
ontznue
om age
CAPRIC?RN:
.
~ ~1:1ii1i1~m1i11~1Yi~1i~1ii~HllWllOOIUllll
approved the recommendation for
The Unallocated Reserve Fund the same size type as the body copy* The ht~le la~y you kicked~
discontinuing the Who's Who totaled $33,823 with $6,823 of the document and shall be set in *yesterday IS looking for you. She*
awards.
coming from the Activity and a box composed of a one point*~as a huge black and !>lue mark* m1mHRllMllllmlm11111Dmmm11m11
Service Fee and $27,000 from
1 "
a most embarrassmg place. ..!11... Truck Drivers warehouse laborers
estimated balance and other rue.
~he h~_a stick.
_,;;£daily draws •. ' bonuses. 1'mmediat~
income
The total cost figure will include
·~~'J1"'J!cfJ!c~- 8temporary jobs. Report 6: 30 to
(Continued from Page 1)
•
t f
t'
. .
1
:30 a.m. OLSTEN 1215 NORTH
Budget requests were distributed c?s o. prepara ion, pnntmg and
~OllSOr
MILLS.
Recreation was alJocated to FTU departments and circulation.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllhidlWmnnlllllldlB
$15,340 from Aand SF. This figure organizations on February. 1 and
A public document is defined in
and an estimated balance and other were due March 1. Committee work 257 .04, State Statutes, as "any
R
income of $2,000 brings the began in March and continued until annual, biennial, regular and special
esponding to the area's urgent IDDllll~D~IJ-11m1u11mmmm111~m11nnnm_11
Recreation budget to $17 ,340. May 9 when the committee made report or publication of which at need, the Orlando Jaycees have T1y1p1tng m my home. Experienced in
Recreation comes under the ·
·
·
embarked on a veneral disease a
ypes of college papers and
its . recomm.endat1ons to_ Vice least five hundred copies are
resumes. 50 cents double spaced
intramural and extramural Pres1 d ent Brown. Th e mat en al was printed and which may be subJ·ect community awareness pro~-m.
In page. More ·mf orma t ion call Mrs.
1:>4•..u•
departments and includes activities th
t d to th E
ti
conjunction with the Florida Hubley 859 2929
H alth d . art
t
d th y
--------·------en presen e
e xecu ve to distribution to the pubJic."
under Ken Benner, director of Committee and President Charles
e
ep men an
e oung Summer jobs with International
intramurals.
N. Millican, and received approval.
Leslie Gross, director of Drug Company, the Jaycees will Corp. in fall-remain part-time. Call
A $1,000 allocation was made to
purchasing, said that an attempt is sponsor a free program for the 841-3797 after 5 p.m.
Social Activities, which includes
Budget committee members being made to determine whether public May 27 at the Orlando llllllllllllllllHlllJlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlll
special activities of student Affairs, included Dr. C. W. Brown, assistant or not all university publications Jaycee Community Center, 113 E.
such as food and entertainment for to the vice president for student will be included under this law. He Central Blvd.
political candidates and special affairs; Dr. Robert A. Rothberg, said he was "pretty certain" that
The program will include a llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllllllllllllllll
visitors to the campus. The Col1ege of Education; Dr. John D. publications such as newspapers, report from the Florida Health To Phantom Princess: I'm ready
allocation includes $500 from A Mahaffey' College of Business ye a r books' cat a 1o gs and Department, a new film on veneral when you are! Please hang left leg
out third-floor
window
for signal.
Admi·n1'strati'on·' Ji'mmi'e Ferrell ' h andbooks would be included, and disease and i'nformat1'on on how an Will
and SF and $ 500 in income.
await the sign!
I need
to be
0
0
The Activity Reserve was c
rd in at or for student that he was not sure if the class individual can help in detecting and cared for! Alex (HS)
allocated a total bud~et of $5.000. organizations; Joe Gomez. schedule would be included.
controlling the disease. At the end Henrietta, Great Idea! Opening new
r----------------------------------------~of the program, the floor will be hole in market, have applicants to
open to a question and answer fill vacancies. Dick Cummings.
period and discu~ion.
ROOMMATE-Female to share
In 1971 in Orange County, townhouse, two bedroom
veneral disease increased by 100 per apartment. Call 277-8691 after
VETERANS:
cent,
and this was only .in officially 6:30 p.m. (If not in, leave a number
Meeting, 11 a.m., AD 11 i.
to be reached). Shirley,
reported
cases. Orange Coµnty was
'"'PAINT YOUR WAGON":
also near the top of the list of TO THE THIEF, CREEP, WEIRDO
University Movie, 8:30 p.m., 1--------------1SORORAS:
who stole my ring from the 2nd
Meeting,
5
p.m.,
LR
233.
Florida counties with an increase of floor
Engineering Auditorium.
Library bathroom: My dying
HONOR AND AWARDS
V.D. cases. Throughout the United mother gave me the ring, her sole
CEREMONY:
PEGASUS PILOTS:
States, veneral disease has reached possession. Hope you have trouble
RED CARNATION BALL:
11 a.m., Science Auditorium.
Meeting,
7
p.m.,
EN
110.
apidemic proportions and is sleeping. Drop it by the FuTUre
By Tau Kappa Epsilon, 7 p.m., Multi
office for Marc, please!
currently the most commonly
i----P•_•m_n_!l_r._R_n_nm
___M_c_m_h_e_~_o_n_1y_._ _· _ DELTA SIGMA PI:
FREE! FREE! FREE! Small Dog,
CHESS CLUB:
reported communicable disease.
l/z Chihuahua, 1/2 Manchester, needs
Meetings, 11 a.m., Pledges LR 239.
Tournament, 7 p.m., EN 202.
more attent:on. Contact Officer
7 N ames Submitted
Chapter LR 233.
AQUA KNIGHTS:
Fast in Cc;::ipus Police or at
275-9218.
Swim party 7 p.m., Business meeting, To Intern Program
- - 4 :HI PHI DELTA:
THANKS, SUSIE!
8 p.m .• FTU Pool.
Meeting. 11 a.m., LR 210.
Four FTU students have applied
SIGMA DELTA CHI:
to join the Florida state legislative
Installation Banquet, 7:30 p.m., Ne-w
LATTERDAYSAINTS:
intern program. The applicants are
England Oy ter House.
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 211.
Allen Benson, business
To Prepare for
administration; Richard T. Crotty,
I
t--------------J<:0cial
sciences;
William
Hufford,
TCHTHUS:
LATTER DAY SAINTS:
business administration, and Carl
Meeting 11 a.m •• EN 108.
KAPPA SIGMA:
Meeting, 11 a.m. EN 121.
Stubbings, business administration.
M ting. 7 p.m. LR 2-tO.
YOUNG DEMOCRATS:
A copy of the students'
ZETA TAU ALPHA:
Meeting, 11 a.m., LR 121.
applications have been sent to each
DELTA TAU DELTA:
Position up to $250 wk.
Pledge Meeting. 5 p.m., LR 212.
of the program's codirectors,
7 3
239
1---M_ti_ng_
=__0P_.m_
.. L_R__ _ •_ _----1 YOUNG REPUBLICANS:
Professor Elston Roady of Florida
After brief training period,
ZETA TAU ALPHA:
lee ting, 11 a.m ... LR 240.
State University and Borida
if qualified.
Meeting, 6 p.m., LR 211.
for appointment
Senator Kenneth Myers. A decision
Tdephone843-4632
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB:
is expected to be received soon.
*For Friday, March, May.
~
"'"('f' IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:

*

weekend. You will not be able
to fight as well as usual,
however, as you will be strung
out on mushroom soup.

CANCER:
May your lips dry up and
crack, and curl away from your
gums. May your teeth stick out
so far that you couldn't french a
coffee pot. May your
subscription to National
Geographic be cancelled because
you are "not the type the
society wishes to be associated
with."
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Jaycees
V.D. Awareness

.

serv1·ces

persona/

Activit)~

Today, May 26

Calendar

·ruesday, May 30

Saturday,

.___M_a_.::;.y_2_7__

Sunday, May 28

Monday, Ma
16.

fo ting 4 p.m .. ·

f

TKE:

le ting.11 a.m., AD 145.

Meeting, 7 p.m., EN 359.

PEGASUS PILOTS:

PI KAPP A ALPHA:

feeting 11 a.m .• E 418.

L MBD CHI LPH
tin ,6:_0p.m •. ·

121.

Meeting 7 p.m EN 204.

BLACK STUDENT UNION:
ting, 11 a.m., E

11 O.

VCFUCKS:
W. C. Field Roadrunner. Laurel an
Hardy, 7:30p.m. VCPatio.

S ociolog}

D
DISCUSSIO

TYES:
R--L

MANAGEMENT
&
MIXOLOGIST

29

IEMORIAL DAY HOLIDAY

PHY SI S SOCIETY:

MEN &WOMEN

Wednesday.
M ay 31

l

etinf?.5 p.m •. LR 211.

t---------------

Thursday, June 1 I

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SENATE:
feeting. 4 p.m_ G{' 115.

Puh

enny

COLLEGE BAR

Captain Video
Surprize PrOtluction
Presents

Every Monday Night, at 8:30, a FREE Full-length Flick
and FREE Popcorn.
'
This week a Feature Flick and Road Runner Cartoons!
Happiness is a full 12 oz. beer for 15 cen.ts, Mon.-Fri. 4-6.

